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Abstract

When IP VPNs are used to interconnect end-systems
[I-D.marques-l3vpn-end-system] it may be desirable to introduce
traffic control rules at a finer level of granularity than an IP
destination address.

This document extends the end-system IP VPN specification with
support for fine grain traffic classification, filtering and
redirection rules. It applies the existing BGP IP VPN flow
specification dissemination mechanism [RFC5575] to end-system IP VPNs
in order to provide the ability to control IP packets that match a
specific pattern, which may include fields other than the IP
destination address.
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1. Introduction

When end-system IP VPNs [I-D.marques-l3vpn-end-system] are used to interconnect Virtual Machines or other multi-tenant applications it may be desirable to control the flow of traffic between sender(s) and receiver at a finer level of granularity than an IP destination host prefix.

In the IP protocol model, ingress points map traffic into forwarding equivalence classes (FECs) which are then given consistent treatment through a transport network. This document defines a signaling protocol that conveys traffic classification rules. These rules can be applied by ingress points into an end-system IP VPN in order to define FECs that depend on both the destination IP address of the traffic as well as additional fields such as the the transport protocol and ports.

One example where this may be desirable is in scenarios where different VPNs may exchange traffic directly. For instance, a VPN that provides a common service to multiple tenants. In this case, the owner of the destination address may wish to inject a traffic rule that limits traffic to TCP packets to and from a specific port. Another example is an application that request specific diffserv [RFC2474] markings for certain types of traffic. In other situations, network administrators may wish to inject specific rules that temporarily redirect traffic.

This document uses a point-to-multipoint model for traffic filtering rules where the traffic egress requests all the ingresses to perform a given traffic classification action. The entity that advertises the destination address of the traffic, or a proxy in its behalf, injects a flow-based route advertisement into the signaling infrastructure. This flow-based route is propagated according to VPN policies to all the ingress points of the VPN, the end-systems which contain VMs allowed to access the destination.

The traffic filtering rules are then applied at all the ingress points of the VPN. The egress MAY also choose to apply the same rules in cases where they are equivalent at both locations.
The figure above contains an example topology in which a given VM (VM 3) provides a common infrastructure service. VM1 and VM2 belong to different tenants and are in VPNs which are allowed to access the service in VM3.

This specification allows VM3 to advertise a traffic filtering rule, as a flow-spec route, requesting the Host OSes in host 1 and host 2 to limit any traffic flow to VM3's destination IP address such that, for instance, only packets for a specific TCP destination port are allowed.

It is important to note that traffic filtering does not avoid the need for application level authorization and authentication.

When a flow-spec route is advertised, the number of possible ingress points is not known in advance. There is no mechanism to generate a positive or negative acknowledgement from the ingress points. This is in contrast to the more traditional network management operation in which the management station is aware of all the agents that must be controlled.

As with the base end-system IP VPN specification, the forwarding and signaling networks are distinct. Flow-spec routes are advertised by the egress end-system or by a proxy in its behalf. The routes are injected into one or more XMPP signaling gateways and propagated using the BGP flow-spec address family [RFC5575].

Using the same vrf-import and export policies that define the IP VPN, the flow-spec routes are then imported from BGP into a vpn-specific database and advertised to all the ingress end-system, which apply them.

This document limits itself to "stateless" traffic classification rules that classify a given IP packet independently of any previous
data traffic.
2. End-system functionality

It is common for end-systems to support traffic classification. One such example is the Linux "ipchains" functionality. This document assumes that such functionality can be associated with a particular Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF) table on the end-system and that each virtual interface is associated with a VRF. The traffic classification rules described in this document are applied at the VRF level.

The BGP Flow Specification [RFC5575] document lists a set of IPv4 protocol header fields and match operations that are thought to be a minimum common set of supported functionality among hardware implementations.

These fields are:

- IPv4 destination address.
- IPv4 source address.
- IP protocol identifier.
- Transport Ports: Source, Destination or Either.
- ICMP Type and Code.
- TCP flags.
- Packet length.
- Diffserv Code Point.
- IPv4 fragmentation flags.

When numeric values are specified (i.e. fields other than IP addresses), the match operator can specify a list of values with inequality operators. Note that this may result in one logical rule, as defined by this specification to be implemented as multiple classification rules on the underlying OS implementation. For instance the match operations in the Linux "ipchains" implementation are more restrictive.

The match operator is defined via the following BNF grammar:
<match> ::=  <terms>
<terms> ::=  <term>
           | <term> "||" <terms>
           | <term> "&&" <terms>
<term> ::=  <operator> value
<operator> ::=  "<" | "<=" | "=" | "!=" | ">=" | ">"

As an example, a value range is expressed as: ">= begin && <= end".

The result of a flow-spec rule is one of the following actions:
  o  allow
  o  deny
  o  rate-limit
  o  redirect
  o  copy
  o  log
  o  set-dscp

The redirect and copy actions have as a target an FEC which should
contain an unique UUID [RFC4122] identifier as well as information
regarding the SNPA address and label used for forwarding.

The copy action instructs the system to generate a copy of the
original packet and forward to the specified FEC. Both copy and log
actions have an additional parameter which controls whether all
matching packets or a sample is subject to the specified treatment.

The 'set-dscp' action specifies the DSCP value to be assigned to the
outer IP header of the packet, when a packet is encapsulated.
3. XML schema

In the end-system IP VPN [I-D.marques-l3vpn-end-system] specification, IP reachability information is encoded as XMPP "item" information belonging to collection nodes where each collection is the IP reachability information for a given VPN. End-systems can publish and receive notifications for these nodes.

This document uses the same approach. It uses a collection with the name of "<vpn-customer-name>/ip4-flow-spec" to publish and receive updates corresponding to IPv4 flow-spec routes. When an end-system published a node into such a collection it must generate a node name that is unique among the nodes that it publishes. It then associates that node with the collection.
XML encoding used by flow-spec items:

```xml
<item>
  <entry xmlns='http://ietf.org/protocol/bgpvpn/ip4-flow-spec'>
    <ip4-destination>10.0.1/24</ip4-destination>
    <ip4-source>20.0.128/20</ip4-source>
    <ip4-protocol>=6 || =17</ip4-protocol>
    <port>=80</port>
    <destination-port>=80</destination-port>
    <source-port>=80</source-port>
    <icmp-type>=1</icmp-type>
    <icmp-code>=1</icmp-code>
    <tcp-flags>=(syn|rst|ack|fin)</tcp-flags>
    <ip-length>=40</ip-length>
    <dscp>=0</dscp>
    <ip4-fragment>=(df|first|more|last)</ip4-fragment>
    <action>
      <accept/>
      <deny/>
      <rate-limit rate='10pps'/>
      <redirect>
        <fec uuid='550e8400-e29b-41d4-a716-446655440000'>
          <snpa af='1'>infrastructure-ip-address</snpa>
          <label>1</label>
        </fec>
      </redirect>
      <copy>
        <fec>...</fec>
        <sample/>
      </copy>
      <log/>
      <set-dscp>128</set-dscp>
    </action>
  </entry>
</item>
```

The sequence of XML elements in an item SHOULD follow the "flow specification" NLRI type order as the example above. IP source and destination prefixes are encoded in their standard textual representation of <dotted notation>"/"<prefix-length>. Protocol and Port elements are expressed using the match operator syntax documented above. "<port>" and "<destination-port>" or "<source-port>" SHOULD be mutually exclusive. The icmp type and code fields as well as ip-length and dscp are again encoded using the value match operator. The "<tcp-flags>" element uses either an equality or match operation of the TCP header flags. A binary match is expressed as "m/(syn|rst|ack|fin)/". The "<ip4-fragment>" element may also use a binary match operation.
4. Signaling gateway functionality

As with IP reachability information, signaling gateways create a routing database for each ‘vpn-customer-name’. An XMPP client (an end-system) can publish and subscribe to multiple of these databases. Each "virtual interface" on the end-system is associated with a virtual routing table on the gateway.

From a signaling perspective, the gateway functions as a IP VPN PE as described in section 8 of [RFC5575]. As with IP reachability, this document uses the XMPP interface to delegate the forwarding functionality to the end-system, separating it from the signaling node.

In [RFC5575] no route validation procedure is defined for the IP VPN application. For the purposes of the end-system IP VPN application, signaling gateways SHOULD enforce the following rules.

A flow-spec route is valid if its Route Target list is an exact match to the export route target list for the virtual routing table.

A flow-spec route is valid if it contains an IP destination prefixes and there is an exact match between its Route Target list and the Route Target list contained in the IP unicast route that covers that specific destination prefix.

A flow-spec route should be considered unfeasible otherwise and not imported into the specific virtual routing database.
5. Top-of-rack switch

It may be desirable to implement some of the traffic classification functionality on a traditional network element, rather than in the end-system. For instance the end-system may not fully support all the desired functionality.

In this case, a network element can have access to the signaling information using two different methods:

By receiving BGP signaling information directly. A Top-of-rack switch, for example, could infer whether a given end-system is downstream from it by examining the IP infrastructure addresses of the end-systems and extracting information into its forwarding plane whenever an end-point of a VPN is downstream.

By using a "men-in-the-middle" technique in which the XMPP client sessions from end-systems terminate in the TOP-of-rack switches. The switch can then establish an XMPP session to the signaling gateway and proxy the information between the two sessions.

The second approach presents the switch itself with a simplified interface in which it does not need to understand the policies associated with a specific VPN.
6. Applications

This specification provides a mechanism to distribute traffic classification rules to many enforcement points. This may of interest in applications where it is desirable to avoid the standard approach of a centralized enforcement point. Typically in situations where the volume of traffic or the nature of the problem make it more cost effective to do so.

One such application is the enforcement of stateless traffic forwarding rules for infrastructure services. An application level services, such as a storage server may need to support multiple data-center tenants. In this scenario the storage VPN advertises a given address prefix, which contains both the anycast IP address of the load-balancers as the addresses of individual servers. Using VPN import policies, the data-center management solution allows the tenant specific VPNs to see these routes. The tenant VPN addresses must also be reachable on the storage VPN, in this example.

This specification allows the storage service to block out traffic that does not match the specific transport protocols used to provide this service. It also allows confirming traffic to be marked with the appropriate diffserv classification. The network administrator case also use this mechanism for diagnostic purposes.
7. Security Considerations

There are two independent areas that are worth examining when it comes to security. The integrity of the control plane information and the forwarding actions.

This document assumes that all signaling interactions use mutual authentication, where all communication channels are authenticated.

For traffic filtering and redirection this mechanism assumes a "best-effort" model. The ingress points will strive to perform the actions specified by the egress. However there are no strict guarantees that the actions can be applied successfully on an ingress points or that the order of operations is such that no non-conforming traffic is ever presented to the egress.

For traffic filtering rules, the egress point can choose to apply the rules also in order to provide stronger guarantees.

Applications should themselves authenticate its communication peers my methods that do not depend on the IP addresses used at the network layer.
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Abstract

This draft describes a use case for the overall coordination, control and management of "cloud bursting" in a hybrid cloud computing environment involving a private data center and a public or virtual private multi-tenant data center. This use case may be relevant to the Software Driven Network Protocol [SDN_UC], VPN for Data Center [VPN4DC], or Cross Stratum Optimization [CSO] discussions in the IETF.
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1. Introduction

This draft describes the cloud bursting use case for implementing dynamic cloud computing in a multi-tenant environment that addresses the case where computing, storage, application, security, networking resources are dynamically assigned.

Section 3 provides some motivation and background for the cloud bursting use case. Section 4 provides more details on the cloud bursting use case.

The draft cites a number of references that provide further detail on specific aspects of the use case and/or requirements.

2. Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

2.1. Acronyms

SDNP     Software Driven Network Protocol
VPN4DC  VPN for Data Center
CSO      Cross Stratum Optimization
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2.2. Terminology

Private Cloud - operated by an enterprise

Public Cloud - multitenant data center operated by a service provider accessed via the "Public" Internet

Virtual Private Cloud - multitenant data center operated by a service provider accessed via a L2 and/or L3 Virtual Private Network (VPN)

Hybrid Cloud - Dynamically instantiated instance of a public or virtual private cloud to (temporarily) augment capacity of a private cloud

3. Motivation and Background

Currently, mostly static L1/L2/L3 networks interconnect customer applications in Private Enterprise data centers. Note that an Enterprise application network may also contain sites that support sensor data collection and other forms of input or output. In order to provide capacity in support of dynamic application demand from Enterprises, cloud service providers are deploying virtualized resources (e.g., processing, storage, apps/OS) in Cloud Computing Centers.

Some dynamic bandwidth on demand being done in access networks, but this is often not automatically coordinated with networking in a cloud data center. Furthermore, assignment, reservation and configuration of other resources needed by the application, such as computing, storage, access to databases, or specific software instances is not well coordinated with the assignment of network capacity. An opportunity exists to standardize methods to optimize the assignment of L1, L2, L3 network capacity, Cloud Computing site selection and/or resource allocation more dynamically.

Such an optimization may be done proactively on a reservation basis, reactively in response to ad hoc requests, reactively in response to detected changes in load using pre-defined policies, or reactively by the provider in response to an aggregate of a number of smaller requests and/or reservations in order to make the system more efficient, and/or prepare for honoring a future reservation.

4. Proposed Use Case

This draft describes a use case for the overall coordination, control and management of "cloud bursting" in a hybrid cloud computing environment involving a private data center and a public or virtual private multi-tenant data center. This use case describes more details for a similar use case described in section 6.2 of [SDN_UC], section 3 of [CSO] or [VPN4DC].

4.1. General Dynamic Cloud Computing Functionality

A cloud computing instance requires control and management at least the following. Further details on use cases and requirements are listed as references for many of the items below.
Layer 2/Layer 3 bandwidth configuration and monitoring (scheduler weight setting, policer setting, reserving bandwidth (e.g., MS-PW), counter collection)

VPN membership (e.g., VLAN, PBB, L2VPN/L3VPN), reachability and any restrictions on communication within the VPN [VPN4DC], [VROM]

Compute resource allocation: virtual machines, virtual memory, OS, software assignment and activation on a physical computer [VROM]

Storage resources: Partition(s) (e.g., Logical Unit Name (LUN)) assigned to physical storage [VROM]

There may also be a need to configure the following to align with the above

Firewall rules (e.g., ACLs) and other settings [FWLBDC]

Load balancers and settings [FWLBDC]

Security functions (encryption) [VDC_SEC], [DVNSEC]

Network Address Translation (NAT) settings [DVN_SEC]

Dynamic IP and/or L2 address mobility support

Furthermore, the request may also have performance related parameters, such as [CSO]

Packet transfer performance between sites (e.g., latency, delay variation, loss)

Availability and failure recovery time objectives for classes of resources (e.g., percentage up time and time to recover from an interface failure)

Diversity or fate sharing avoidance constraints (e.g., sets of cloud resources are placed in sites that do not share fate for failure events)

A Private Cloud Enterprise customer desires a single unified method to invoke all of the above aspects of a hybrid cloud service in a transaction such that either all aspects are instantiated, or if any aspect cannot be instantiated then the overall transaction will either fail or result in the next step in a capability/performance negotiation. Previously, this unified methods has been called a "Northbound API," and more recently an "Application-to-Orchestrator protocol" [SDN_PS]. In some cases, a negotiation could occur where the SDN system responds with a capability and/or performance indication that is "closest" to what was requested as a next step in a negotiation process. The Enterprise customer could then have the option to accept this offer, or make another request with changed parameters.

A higher-level system could use interfaces (many of them already standardized by the IETF or other SDOs) to implement the above
control/management interfaces to accomplish this objective as illustrated in Figure 1. The SDN controller could be viewed as implementing a set of "plug-ins" [SDN_PS] for controlling the management, control and/or data plane of the various devices listed above (a subset being illustrated in Figure 1).

Alternatively, signaling between some of these elements for implementing some functions and state/configuration communication could be employed, for example, as described in [VPN4DC].

Furthermore, not all of these interfaces need be standardized in all cases. For example, the private cloud site(s) could have its own controller and the cloud provider another controller. The required interaction is then between these data center controllers and the interfaces within the private cloud need not be standardized.

4.2. Private Data Center Use Case Elements

Private Data Center controller (may be automated, or a combination of manual and automatic actions) requests the following at one or more private cloud sites:

- Configure VM assignment/movement within private cloud
- Configure storage, LUN assignment/movement within private cloud
- Configure private cloud switch/router access to networking (e.g., scheduler weights, policer, enable specific L2/L3 addresses)
o Configuration of any VPN reachability and the requested components from the cloud service provider within the private cloud sites

o Private cloud Load Balancer, NAT settings

o Private cloud Firewall, Security function settings

o Configuration needed to meet performance objectives and/or constraints in Private Cloud Elements.

Usually, the Enterprise operator of the private data center would do all of the above. However, a service provider could do settings for some components. For example, setting the scheduler weights on the switch/router that interfaces to the L2/L3 VPN or Internet access could be done via the service provider.

4.3. Public of Virtual Private Data Center Elements

The SDN controller function of Figure 1 accepts a "Northbound API" request from an Enterprise controller and performs following actions at one or more cloud provider Virtual Private or Public cloud sites.

- Configure VM assignment/movement within the Enterprise and provider data center(s). Note that this may require usage of the same or compatible hypervisors with appropriate communication and/or permissions between the hypervisor controllers.

- Configure storage, LUN assignment/movement within the provider data center(s). Note that this may require usage of the same or compatible network attached storage systems with appropriate communication and/or permissions between the storage controllers.

- Configure bandwidth related characteristics of L2/L3 packet network (e.g., bandwidth for an MS-PW, additional (logical) ports, scheduler weights, policers, addresses). This includes logical connectivity between and enterprise and a provide cloud site as well as between enterprise sites, and between provider cloud sites.

- Configure VPN-related characteristics within public or virtual private data center (e.g., mapping to L2/L3 VPN service, firewall)
  - This may include further definitions of reachability within the L2/L3 VPN or the notion of a Virtual Data Center. See [VPN4DC].

- Configure access to networking (e.g., scheduler weights, policer, enable specific L2/L3 addresses) on the Public Virtual Private data center switches or routers

- Virtual, multi-tenant Private Firewall and security function settings

- Virtual, multi-tenant Private Load balancer and NAT settings
Configuration needed to meet performance objectives and/or constraints. In some cases, the service provider may need to propose an alternative to progress a negotiation if not all objectives or constraints can simultaneously be met. Furthermore, the SDN controller must perform composition across all Enterprise private cloud sites and candidate public or virtual private cloud sites to ensure that the requested performance objectives are delivered.

Usually, the service provider of the public or virtual private cloud data center would do all of the above.

5. Security Considerations

A number of virtual data center security requirements and gaps are described in [VDC_SEC] and [DVN_SEC]. This draft addresses some of these requirements as follows.

Consistent, automatic configuration of VPN membership in the private and public/virtual private cloud is necessary to provide isolation between customers.

Consistent, automatic configuration of firewalls in the private and public/virtual private cloud is necessary to provide fine-grained access control for various virtual data center resources.

Consistent, automatic configuration of security functions (e.g., encryption, authentication, intrusion detection, etc.) in the private and public/virtual private cloud is necessary to provide confidentiality, non-repudiation, and authentication for various virtual data center resources.

6. IANA Considerations

None
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Abstract

This document presents a framework for Software Defined Networks (SDN). The purpose of the framework is to provide an overall picture of the problem space of SDN and to describe the relationships among the various components necessary to manipulate the components that comprise SDNs. SDN requires the specification of several key components including an "orchestrator" and various "plug-ins" between the orchestrator function and network resources. In addition to this, an orchestrator will require interconnection with standard policy bases, as well as other orchestrators in distributed environments or insofar as to support high-availability and fault-tolerance capabilities. To this end, several interfaces and mechanisms to address issues such as enabling the orchestrator to manipulate and interact with the control planes of devices such as routers and switches, as well as a discourse between different orchestrators will be described. The intent of this document is to outline what each interface needs to accomplish, and to describe how these interfaces and mechanisms fit together, while leaving their detailed specification to other documents.
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The Software Driven Network (SDN) is motivated by several use cases, such as those described in <insert use case draft reference here>. The overall problem space for SDN is described in [I-D.nadeau-sdn-problem-statement] with requirements for solutions found in [I-D.pan-sdn-requirements]. The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the various components necessary to create SDNs. SDNs require the specification of several interfaces and mechanisms to address issues such as an orchestration point (logical or physical) and interfaces between itself, applications that wish to consume or manipulate network resources, network resources such as router control planes, and policy and security engines. Furthermore, high availability and resiliency mechanisms also need to be defined. The intent of this document is to describe how these interfaces and mechanisms fit together, leaving their detailed specification to other documents.

1.1. Terminology

This document draws freely on the terminology defined in [I-D.nadeau-sdn-problem-statement].

We also introduce the following terms:

SDN Orchestrator: The entity which is the controller of control planes.

Policy Engine or Database: The repository of policy information stored within a network domain.

Location Services: A network service used for locating network elements. Examples include ALTO and The Domain Name System (DNS).

SDN Domain: a host name (FQDN) at the beginning of a URL, representing a set of content that is served by a given CDN. For example, in the URL http://sdn.example.(com|org|net)/...rest of url...

the SDN domain is sdn.example.(com|org|net).

Application Programming Interface (API): is a particular set of rules and specifications that software programs can follow to communicate with each other. It serves as an interface between different software programs and facilitates their interaction, similar to the way the user interface facilitates interaction between humans and computers.
SDN Plug-In: An API that abstracts a device and its object model that an SDN Orchestrator can use to communicate with that device.

1.2. Reference Model

Figure 1 (reproduced from [I-D.nadeau-sdn-problem-statement]) illustrates the basic model of operation with which this document is concerned.

```
|--------Application
  v
Location Services          ^
  v
    ^
      ReST API
      ^
      +-------------------+        +------------------+
      | Orchestrator_0..N + -----> | Policy Data Base |
      +-------------------+        +------------------+
      ^                  ^
      <--- Orchestrator-to-Plug-In Protocol

      +-------------------+
      | Plug-In           |
      | ReST API          |
      +-------------------+
      ^
      <--- Application-to-
      Ochestrator protocol

                      * 
                      v
                      +-------------------+
                      | Control Software * 
                      | For Device_0..M * 
                      +-------------------+
                      ^
                      <--- interfaces and objects inside the scope of SDN
                      +---+
                      <*** interfaces and objects may be within the scope of SDN
```
+++ insofar as modifications are needed to support SDN

Figure 1: Model of Operation for SDN

Note that while some interfaces are considered out of scope for SDN, and these are noted above. The overview of operation described below will show how those interfaces are used as part of an overall solution and where new protocols will be defined as well.

2. Building Blocks

2.1. SDN Orchestrator

The controller of control planes, known as the SDN Orchestrator, must be capable of requesting object models from each of the controlling software it is responsible for managing, and therefore each controlling software element must be capable of producing a self-describing object model with which the Orchestrator can use when issuing instructions to manipulate it. Furthermore, communications between the Orchestrator and the control planes must also be rationalized. To this end, the working group will define SDN "plug-ins" which are the abstracted interface to each type of control plane. The working group will also define a protocol that is used for communications between the Orchestrator and the plug-in.

It should be noted that the SDN Orchestrator function is conceptually centralized in that applications SHOULD have a centralized means of locating the Orchestrator within its network. However, in reality the Orchestrator will be designed and architected so as to exist in a distributed manner if so desired operationally. Furthermore, resiliency of a SDN infrastructure and network of components is required as these elements and functional controls are to be used in highly available production environments; therefore, the working group will define mechanisms by which the SDN Orchestrator will operate in this manner as a minimum requirement.

2.2. SDN Plug-In

The SDN Plug-In as shown in the figure above, is an abstraction between the SDN Orchestrator and the network resource or device control plane or "controlling software" to which it is interfacing. The purpose of this interface is as a means of abstracting the controlling software from the device itself. The plug-in is also a means by which the device can negotiate its capabilities with the controller as well as exchange revision information (i.e.: SDN protocol revision identifiers).
3. Overview of SDN Operation

To provide a big-picture overview of the various components of SDN, let us walk through how a typical SDN Orchestrator would be deployed within a network, and then how applications would use it to interact with network resources.

Include 1 use case here... (TBD)

4. Main Interfaces

This section describes the main interfaces between different components of SDN.

4.1 SDN Orchestrator to Application Interface

This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator or "controller" system to be interconnected with applications. This interface is sometimes referred to as a "north-bound" interface, because it points "northward" in architectural diagrams. This interface allow bootstrapping of the interface between the Orchestrator and interested applications. It will allow the applications to authenticate using one or more methods. This interface will allow applications to learn of which objects they have authorization to manipulate, or to interact with objects beiong to controlling software.

4.2 SDN Orchestrator Policy Base Interface

This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with policy, authentication and authorization databases.

4.3 SDN Orchestrator to Plug-In Interface

This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with the controlling software of devices.

4.4 SDN Orchestrator to Orchestrator Interface

This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect and interact with other SDN Orchestrators that exist within its SDN Domain.

4.5 SDN Orchestrator Logging interface

This interface allows the Logging system in interconnected SDN
Orchestrators to communicate the relevant activity logs in order to allow log consuming applications to operate in multi-SDN Orchestrator environments. For example, this interface can be used to collect logs from SDN Orchestrators to provide reporting and monitoring to the M/CSP of SDN activities.

SDN Orchestrator logs are easily exchanged off-line as a flat text file, for example, and could include the following information.

- SDN Domain - the full domain name of the origin server
- IP address - the IPv4 (and IPv6 if available) address of the client application or SDN Orchestrator making the request
- Transaction Time - the ending time of the transfer
- Time zone - any time zone modifier for the end time

4.6 SDN Control Interface

The protocol used between the Orchestrator and another entity such as an application, Policy Database, Location Services or Plug-In, or another Orchestrator in order to send commands, receive replies or emit notifications is the role of the SDN Control Interface.

As noted above and in [I-D.nadeau-sdn-problem-statement], the control interface may also be used for the bootstrapping of other interfaces such as the SDN Orchestrator to SDN Orchestrator interface.

5. Deployment Models

Describe deployment models here. This should include a single domain of Orchestrators and applications, and other components. (TBD)

6. Trust Model

There are a number of trust issues that need to be addressed by a SDN solution. In a standard SDN environment with a single Orchestrator, one policy database, one location services engine (i.e.: DNS/ALTO) and one router associated with the Orchestrator, there are a number of points of trust to consider. First, any of the interfaces between the SDN elements expose
trust points. Further, since the SDN Orchestrator-to-Orchestrator allows for an Orchestrator to bootstrap itself from another’s active configuration, the operator must ensure that authorization is configured correctly.

We expect that the detailed designs for the specific interfaces for SDN will need to take these trust issues into account.

7. IANA Considerations

This memo includes no request to IANA.

8. Security Considerations

(Note: this section to be extended in future revision.)
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Abstract

Software Driven Networks (SDN) is an approach to networks that enables applications to converse with and manipulate the control software of network devices and resources. SDNs are comprised of applications, control software, and interfaces to services that are hosted in an overlay or logical/virtual network as well as those possibly same components that comprise the underlying physical network. Modern applications require the ability to easily interact and manipulate these resources. Applications can benefit from knowing the available resources and from requesting that the network makes the resources available in specific ways. To this end, there is a requirement to couple applications more closely to the underlying resources on which they depend, consume and interact with.

SDN infrastructure and components exist in most deployed networks today. Some of these components are being standardized by various organizations, as as well some being already standardized by the IETF. However, no standards or open specifications currently exist to facilitate end-to-end operation of a software defined network, specifically one that provides open APIs for applications to control the network services and functions offered by device control planes or other "controlling" software. The goal of this document is to outline the problem area of SDN for the IETF.
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1. Introduction

Software Driven Networks (SDN) is an approach to networks that enables applications to converse with and manipulate the control software of network devices and resources. Modern applications require the ability to easily interact and manipulate resources provisioned and controlled by networks. Applications can benefit from knowing the available resources and from requesting that the network makes the resources available in specific ways.

To this end, there is a requirement to couple applications more closely to the underlying resources on which they depend, consume and interact with. In particular, modern applications require interaction with and the manipulation of both physical and virtual compute, storage and connectivity resources and abstract interfaces to these things. These abstractions must also allow applications to manipulate resources at varying levels of granularity, policy and security. It is also worth noting that modern Software Driven Networks (SDNs) are comprised of applications, control software, and interfaces to services that are hosted in an overlay or logical/virtual network as well as those possibly same components that comprise the underlying physical network.

These services include path computation, topology discovery, firewall services, domain name services, network address translation services, virtual private networks and the like. These services and elements may be physical or virtual.

One requirement is to create a means by which applications can
communicate with the control planes of the underlying network devices or entities which control and own network resources on which they depend. Note that the "control planes" of network devices will be referred to as "controlling software" to abstract away the concept of the software that controls a device’s data plane. The control planes of devices, whether physically co-located with a device and its data plane, or externally located for example in the case of an OpenFlow "controller", provide coherent control of the network apparatus. However, the "controlling software" of a virtual machine might be a hypervisor. There is a desire by network operators and service providers to control, configure, manage or set policy on controlling software and do so using applications for different network control and manipulation options.

Software Defined Networks infrastructure exists in most deployed networks today. Some of these components are being standardized by various organizations, as as well some being already standardized by the IETF. However, no standards or open specifications currently exist to facilitate end-to-end operation of a software defined network, specifically one that provides open APIs for applications to control the network services and functions offered by device control planes or other "controlling" software. The goal of this document is to outline the problem area of SDN for the IETF.

Section 2 discusses the use cases for SDN. Section 3 presents the SDN model and problem area to be considered by the IETF. Section 4 discusses how existing protocols can be reused to define the SDN interfaces, service discovery and object models.

1.1. Terminology

This document uses the following terms:

Control Plane: In a router or switch, the control plane is the part of the router firmware/software architecture that is in charge of the logic behind things such as constructing a map of the network topology, running network protocols or management functions and then ultimately instructing the device’s data plane to realize any forwarding or switching actions that must be enabled. While conceptually separate in a logical sense, the control plane is often physically separated from the data plane of a device either by running on a processor dedicated to this function, or even run externally from the device on another device or process (i.e.: in the case of OpenFlow, centralized routing, etc...).

Data Plane: This is the part of a network device that is responsible
for the actual (i.e.: physical) forwarding and manipulation of data that comes into and is transmitted out of a device. The data plane of a device is typically very tightly bound to the specific nature of the hardware of that particular forwarding component of a device, and as such is often kept separated from the more generic control plane. An example of a data plane would be the switching fabric and port processors of a router.

Controlling Software: In the case of network devices, this is analogous to the control plane. However, in the case of virtualization technologies, this may be present in the form of a hypervisor, for example.

Application Programming Interface (API): is a particular set of rules and specifications that software programs can follow to communicate with each other. It serves as an interface between different software programs and facilitates their interaction, similar to the way the user interface facilitates interaction between humans and computers.

Software As a Service (SaaS): Sometimes referred to as "on-demand software," is a software delivery model in which software and its associated data are hosted by a service provider and connected back to the customer via The Internet. These are sometimes referred to as "cloud services" as well.

Managed Network Service Provider (MSP): Provides network-based connectivity and services to End Users, as well a managed service. For example, one popular MSP might offer virtualized machines (VMs) and a virtual private network (VPN) connectivity between these VMs with external connectivity to this VPN of machines via a managed business grade metro ethernet link to the customer’s premise.

Communications Service Provider (CSP): A traditional "telco" service provider that offers data connectivity as a service to its customers.

1.2. SDN Background

Readers are assumed to be familiar with the architecture, features and operation of SDNs. For readers less familiar with the operation of SDNs, the following resources may be useful:

[Provide references TBD]
2. SDN Use Cases

An increasing number of MSPs are deploying SDNs in order to both offer more cost-effective service offerings, but also to reduce internal costs of managing and operating those services.

Since SDNs allow for a more consistent and shorter time-to-market model of developing management software for various network-based services, service providers are moving towards using various proprietary schemes for this. SDNs are being used to deliver various types of services that provide externally consumable SaaS offerings, as well as those used internally to manage and manipulate their network infrastructure.

Some MSPs operate over multiple geographies and couple infrastructure from different MSPs, SPs and possibly SaaS offerings. In these cases, it is important to provide the MSP that offers the ultimate service to the customer with a clean, consistent and efficient interface to all of the infrastructure it relies on. Furthermore, from their perspective, being able to unwind the "Russian doll" of nested infrastructure and services that might be rolled together for their service offering in cases where troubleshoot is required for example, is paramount.

In the simplest of cases it may not seem obvious that the use of a standardized SDN infrastructure would be necessary; however, in typical medium and large data center offerings that are quite common today, the management of the physical elements is a small part of the larger puzzle for the MSP or CSP. When network elements become virtualized and are then used to construct components of services being offered, an operator can quickly multiply the number of management "devices" or more commonly "elements", by many orders of magnitude. It is here that the problem of lack of open interfaces for SDN component interconnection and discovery becomes clear.

Again, for this requirement, SDN operators (over-the-top SDN operators or NSPs) are faced with a lack of open specifications and best practices.

Use cases for SDN Interconnection are further discussed in <TBD>

3. SDN Model & Problem Area for The IETF

Managing a network of deployed SDN components involves interactions among multiple different functions and components that exist within the network. Some of these components are virtual and some of these
components are real; all should be made available to be managed and manipulated, given the appropriate access, authentication, and policy hurdles have been crossed. Only some of those require standardization. The SDN model and problem area proposed for IETF work is illustrated in Figure 1. The candidate problem area (and respectively the non-goals) for IETF work are shown in Figure 2.

---

The diagram shows the following components:

- Application
- Location Services
- ReST API
- Orchestrator_0..N
- Policy Data Base
- Orchestrator-to-Plug-In Protocol
- Data Plane
- Control Software

<--> interfaces and objects inside the scope of SDN

<<< interfaces and objects may be within the scope of SDN

+++ insofar as modifications are needed to support SDN
3.1. Candidate SDN Problem Area for IETF

Listed below are the interfaces required to connect an application with the SDN components and protocols in a network. This constitutes the problem space that is proposed to be addressed by a potential SDN working group in the IETF. The use of the term "interface" is meant to encompass the protocol over which SDN data representations (e.g., SDN Metadata records) are exchanged as well as the specification of the data representations themselves (i.e., what properties/fields each record contains, its structure, etc.).

- **SDN Orchestrator-to-Application Interface**: This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator or "controller" system to be interconnected with applications. This interface may support the following:
  * Allow bootstrapping of the interface between the Orchestrator and interested applications.
  * Allow the applications to authenticate.
  * Allow applications to learn of which objects they have authorization to manipulate, or to interact with objects belonging to controlling software.

- **SDN Orchestrator-to-Plug-In Interface**: This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with the controlling software of devices.

- **SDN Orchestrator-to-Policy Database Interface**: This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with policy, authentication and authorization databases.

- **SDN Orchestrator-to-location services Interface**: This interface allows the SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with location services in order to:
  * Register itself as a local Orchestrator.
  * Allow other Orchestrators and applications to find it.

- **SDN Orchestrator-to-SDN Orchestrator Interface**: This interface allows one SDN Orchestrator to interconnect with one or more Orchestrators in order to:
  * Form a failover/high-availability relationship
  * Distribute mappings of controlling software-to-Orchestrator
4. Design Approach for Realizing the SDN APIs

This section expands on how SDN interfaces can reuse and leverage existing protocols. First the "reuse instead of reinvent" design principle is restated, then each interface is discussed individually with example candidate protocols that can be considered for reuse or leverage. This discussion is not intended to pre-empt any WG decision as to the most appropriate protocols, technologies and solutions to select to solve SDN but is intended as an illustration of the fact that the SDN interfaces need not be created in a vacuum and that reuse or leverage of existing protocols is likely possible.

4.1. Relationship to the OSI network model

The SDN interfaces called out above in Section 3.1 within the SDN problem area all operate at the application layer (Layer 7 in the OSI network model). Since it is not expected that these interfaces would exhibit unique session, transport or network requirements as compared to the many other existing applications in the Internet, it is expected that the SDN interfaces will be defined on top of existing session, transport and network protocols.

4.2. "Reuse Instead of Reinvent" Principle

Although a new application protocol could be designed specifically for SDN we assume that this is unnecessary and it is recommended that existing application protocols be reused or leveraged such as HTTP [RFC2616] to define the SDN interfaces.

4.3. Application to SDN Orchestrator Interface

4.4. SDN Orchestrator to Plug-In Interface
4.5. SDN Logging Interface

The SDN Logging interface enables details of logs or events to be exchanged between interconnected SDN Orchestrators, where events could be:

- Log lines related to the connection of a new Orchestrator, or disconnection of an existing one.
- A fail-over, switch-over event. Similarly, high-availability synchronisation messaging.
- Real-time or near-real time events before, during or after SDN Orchestrator commands noting which application instructed it to perform the operation.
- Operations and diagnostic messages.

Several protocols already exist that could potentially be used to exchange SDN Orchestrator logs including SNMP Traps or Informs, syslog, s/ftp, HTTP POST, or ReST, etc. although it is likely that some of the candidate protocols may not be well suited to meet all the requirements of SDN. For example SNMP Traps pose scalability concerns, and syslog may have potential compatibility issues.

Although it is not necessary to define a new protocol for exchanging logs across the SDN Logging interface, a SDN WG would still need to specify:

- The recommended protocol to use.
- A default set of log fields and their syntax & semantics. Today there is no standard set of common log fields across different content delivery protocols and in some cases there is not even a standard set of log field names and values for different implementations of the same delivery protocol.
- A default set of events that trigger logs to be generated.

4.6. SDN Orchestrator to Location Services Interface

4.7 SDN Orchestrator to Policy Database Interface

4.8 SDN Orchestrator to SDN Orchestrator Interface

5. Gap Analysis of relevant Standardization and Research Activities

There are a number of other standards bodies and industry forums that are working in areas related to SDNs, and in some cases related to SDN. This section outlines any potential overlap with the work of the SDN WG and any component that could potentially be reused by
A number of standards bodies have produced specifications related to SDNs, namely:

- Open Network Forum has a dedicated specification called Open Flow which specifies a relationship to an external "control plane" interfacing to a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) that is implemented on Open Flow-capable hardware.

6. Relationship to relevant IETF Working Groups

6.1. ALTO

As stated in the ALTO Working Group charter [ALTO-Charter]:

"The Working Group will design and specify an Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO) service that will provide applications with information to perform better-than-random initial peer selection. ALTO services may take different approaches at balancing factors such as maximum bandwidth, minimum cross-domain traffic, lowest cost to the user, etc. The WG will consider the needs of BitTorrent, tracker-less P2P, and other applications, such as content delivery networks (SDN) and mirror selection."

In particular, the ALTO service can be used by an SDN-aware application to improve its selection of an SDN Orchestrator. For example, an application wishing to provision MPLS L3 VPNs on behalf of some virtual machines in a local data center cluster may wish to take advantage of the ALTO service in its decision for selecting a relatively close SDN Orchestrator to complete its operations.

However, the work of ALTO is complementary to and does not overlap with the work proposed in this document because the integration between ALTO and a SDN would fall under the category of using an existing protocol. One area for further study is whether additional information should be provided by an ALTO service to facilitate SDN Orchestrator selection. For example, loading or fail-over characteristics could be one consideration.

7. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request of IANA.

Note to RFC Editor: this section may be removed on publication as an RFC.
8. Security Considerations

SDNs comes with a range of security considerations such as how to enforce control of and access to objects managed by the SDN Orchestrators and making sure that in line with the M/CSP policy.
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Appendix A. Additional Material

Note to RFC Editor: This appendix is to be removed on publication as an RFC.

A.1. Non-Goals for IETF

Listed below are aspects of content delivery that the authors propose be kept outside of the scope of a potential SDN working group:

- The interface between Controlling Software (i.e.: control plane) and the device’s data plane.
- Definition of any hardware abstraction layer (HAL)
A.2. Prioritizing the SDN Work

A.3. Related standardization activities

OpenFlow has pioneered the concept of software-defined network via a concept called a FlowVisor. It has introduced a new packet forwarding methodology to be applied on hardware or software L2 switches. OpenFlow Version 1.0 and 1.1 have been in research trials and testing in virtualized environments. The new versions will address issues such as extendibility, modularity and carrier-grade. Currently, OpenFlow does not support a mechanism to interface with network devices through the existing IP/MPLS control-plane protocols, although some work has begun to investigate this.

NETCONF/YANG provides a XML-based solution for network device configuration. It has been in wide-deployment. By definition, it supports client-to-server configuration, and server-to-client alarms or feedback (The servers are the devices/systems to be configured, the clients are the network configuration/management systems). NETCONF provides support for executing configuration change transactions over multiple devices.

ALTO is a server solution designed to gather network abstraction information and interface with applications (such as P2P) for more efficient traffic distribution. It does not require configuring the underlying network devices.

PCE is a client-server protocol that operates in MPLS networks that enables the network operators to compute and potentially provision optimal point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections. However, PCE does not interface with applications to optimize traffic from user applications.

DMTF is a cloud computing standardization organization, which have defined many virtualization management interfaces using Restful API. However, it does not include any interface to the underlying networks.

A.4. Related Research Projects

A.4.1. IRTF Cross Stratum Optimization Research Group

Some information on SDN motivations and technical motivations in the IRTF’s Cross Stratum Optimization Group [Draft-Lee].
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Abstract

Bandwidth on Demand services are offered by network operators in industry and research sectors to support the needs of selected customers needing high bandwidth point-to-point connections.

Without a standard interface for controlling the use of network resources, user applications and services are subject to limits of layering, security and interoperability across multiple vendors of network equipment.

In this document, we argue the necessity in providing network information to the applications, thereby enabling the applications to directly provision network elements associated with the relevant applications.
1. Introduction

Bandwidth on Demand services are offered by network operators in industry and research sectors to support the needs of selected customers needing high bandwidth point-to-point connections. Such services take advantage of dynamic control of the underlying network to set up forwarding and resource allocation as requested by the customer. Some control is given directly to the customer via a portal so that there is no need to go through an intermediate stage of service order provisioning on the part of the network operator.

Currently such services are often based on management interfaces to vendor equipment that are vendor-specific, and as a result the operator must redesign its supporting control application for each vendor domain, or limit their offering to a single vendor domain.

In this document, we propose that providing a common interface to networks of different vendors and technologies would enable the network provider to offer Bandwidth on Demand and other services that are faster to deploy across a wide range of network equipment by using additional network information.

Here are some of the conventions used in this document. The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].
2. Related Work

There has been much work in this area in recent years. OpenFlow has defined an architecture for offering virtualized network control through a centralized controller and proxies called FlowVisors. These allow users to configure forwarding of packets within slices of the network partitioned off for their use. The controller is designed to control each network element directly through a dedicated control interface. It is not designed to work with existing control plane protocols.

More generally, TMF has developed models and interfaces for operations and administration of networks through the north-bound interface provided by the element management system. These interfaces are not intended for real-time control of the network element and need to take into account variations in the design and features of different types of equipment.

PCE is a client-server protocol that operates in MPLS networks that enables the network operators to compute and potentially provision optimal point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections. However, PCE does not interface with applications to optimize traffic from user applications.

3. Problem Definition

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between application and network today, where customer control of bandwidth on demand is provided through applications created by the network operator supporting the user interface, features and backend accounting for the service. Such applications are used in single domain deployments and have limited visibility of underlying IP/MPLS and Transport networks and, most importantly, resource availability on those networks.
This presents a number of challenges and problems. Without a standard interface to the network elements that comprise one or more network domains and their associated control software, each bandwidth on demand supporting application must be built for a specific set of vendor equipment and is not easily generalizable to different vendors or even different equipment offered by a single vendor. While signaling interfaces such as the UNI could offer standardized access to network control, such interfaces have not been adopted because they provide minimal security and functionality and are designed for more of a peer relationship between network elements, traditionally at only a single (peer) layer of the network.

Similarly, bandwidth on demand applications must be designed for a single technology, which restricts the range of use and potential users. If Domain #1 uses SDH, for example, and Domain #2 uses OTN it may be necessary to design supporting Application #2 from scratch even though Application #1 has been successfully offering service. Ideally the interface should allow some level of technology independence, as well as potentially integration to permit control of multiple layers simultaneously (esp. packet and circuit).

Third, the application is generally limited to simple services connecting a source to destination, because interfaces hide network topology and do not allow visualization of the topology for different customer views. For some services users may wish to exercise control over path routing aspects such as shared risk, required latency characteristics or inclusion or exclusion of areas for policy reasons.
4. The Role of an SDN Layer

To solve the above problem, the proposal is to introduce a software-driven network (SDN) layer (as shown in Figure 2), that is responsible for network virtualization, programmability and monitoring, between supporting applications and the network.

![Figure 2: Application to network relationship for SDN](image)

The purpose of the SDN Layer is to enable the applications supporting bandwidth on demand services to access information about and control (aggregate) traffic flows at various layers of the network through a standard, secure and customizable interface. Applications can visualize the traffic flows at the network layer, and manage the mapping or binding between its traffic flows from edge-to-edge through the associated networks.

The implementation of an SDN Layer involves interfacing among different types of applications and different types of network domains, based on technology or vendor, administrative or policy control. Standardized interfaces must be defined to support this.

The architecture should be agnostic as to the type of network control plan used in a supporting domain. The focus of work should
be on providing richer access to control of network resources rather than on the scheme for network control used in the domain.

5. Use Cases

5.1. Scheduled/ Dynamic Bandwidth On-Demand Service

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of a scheduled or dynamic bandwidth service. In the simplest case, connectivity may already be provided between user-specified endpoints, however the bandwidth allocated between endpoints can be varied within some overall limit based on a predefined schedule or on spontaneous customer request. Note that allowing bandwidth to be partitioned so that a scheduling application has control over some pre-allocated set of resources is necessary to support the scheduled BoD service. Also, the SDN layer ideally hides the specific technology used to support the connection, offering control of the service with associated rate, latency and recovery features.

In more sophisticated services, the customer may be allowed to create new connections within a specified set of endpoints and delete such connections when the connectivity is no longer required.

User
Req’s
---------> Controller

<----- North-bound protocol to adjust connections
/

PE1

PE2

Figure 3: Scheduled/Dynamic BoD Service
5.2. Multi-Layer BoD Support

Figure 4: Multi-Layer BoD service

Figure 4 illustrates a BoD service that supports multi-layer network control. This extends allows the network operator’s supporting applications to combine control of packet forwarding through guaranteed bandwidth tunnels that connect sites in a (virtual) private network as requested dynamically by the BoD customer. Different transport network technologies may be used to provide the server layer transport functions so that the application can evolve easily with new transport technologies.
5.3. Virtualized Network Service

Figure 5 illustrates the flow of a virtualized network service that offers some degree of topology visibility and control in addition to the features of scheduled or dynamic BoD. For some customers it may be desirable to provide visibility into the topology of the resources they control, in order for the customer so they may control the physical and/or virtual topology of the resources used within their dedicated domain.

If this topology information is provided together with associated cost, latency, SRLG, etc. for the links and nodes in the topology, the customer is provided with additional flexibility to manipulate routing of their data flows so as to balance the cost, latency, energy efficiency or survivability using knowledge of client applications and their particular needs and priorities.

At this time such visibility is not possible to provide, as protocols provide either no visibility into topology or full visibility into topology. For security reasons it is likely that a supporting network operator will want to limit visibility and control to some virtualized topology using functionality provided by the SDN orchestrator.

5.4. BoD Actions Supported by the SDN Orchestrator
The following summarizes actions that would be supported by the SDN orchestrator as part of a BoD service:

- increase or decrease bandwidth on an existing path between two, or more, network clients;

- dynamically learn if resources are available, (e.g.: bandwidth, latency, SRLG, etc.) to create a path between two, or more, network clients;

- create a path and assign associated characteristics, (e.g.: bandwidth, latency, SRLG, etc.) that connect two, or more, network clients;

- configure mapping of packets, Ethernet frames, OTN frames, etc. from a client interface into a specified network path (or paths) connecting the appropriate ingress and egress client interfaces;

- configure some partition of network resources (e.g., links and link capacity connecting some set of nodes and client endpoints) to be controlled by a specific application;

- provide real or virtual topology information (links, nodes and associated information such as costs, latency, etc.) for this partition to the associated application.

6. Security Consideration

TBD

7. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Service providers and enterprises are increasingly offering services and applications from data centers. Subsequently, data centers originate significant amount of network traffic. Without proper network provisioning, user applications and services are subject to congestion and delay.

In this document, we argue the necessity in providing network information to the applications, and thereby enabling the applications to directly provision network edge devices and relevant applications.
1. Introduction

Service providers and enterprises are increasingly offering services and applications from data centers. Subsequently, data centers originate significant amount of network traffic. On contrast to end-to-end user applications, much of the inter-data center traffic is aggregated over a finite number of links over the backbone network. As such, without proper network provisioning, user applications and services are subject to congestion and delay.

Further, many web applications would require the interaction between multiple servers in the networks. Without adequate level of monitoring and provisioning on the network, the users may experience unacceptable services.

In this document, we argue the necessity in providing network information to the applications, and thereby enabling the applications to provision the underlying network edge devices and relevant applications directly.

Here are some of the conventions used in this document. The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC-2119 [RFC2119].

2. Related Work

There has been much work in this area in recent years.
OpenFlow [OpenFlow] has pioneered the concept of software-defined network via FlowVisor. It has introduced a new packet forwarding methodology to be applied on hardware or software L2 switches. OpenFlow Version 1.0 and 1.1 have been in deployment in VM hypervisor environment. The new versions will address issues such as extendibility, modularity and carrier-grade. Currently, OpenFlow does not support a mechanism to interface with network devices through the existing IP/MPLS control-plane protocols.

NETCONF/YANG provides a XML-based solution for network device configuration. It has been in wide-deployment. By definition, it supports client-to-server configuration, and server-to-client alarms or feedback (The servers are the devices/systems to be configured; the clients are the network configuration/management systems). NETCONF provides support for executing configuration change transactions over multiple devices.

ALTO is a server solution designed to gather network abstraction information and interface with applications (such as P2P) for more efficient traffic distribution. It does not require configuring the underlying network devices.

PCE is a client-server protocol that operates in MPLS networks that enables the network operators to compute and potentially provision optimal point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections. However, PCE does not interface with applications to optimize traffic from user applications.

DMTF is a cloud computing standardization organization, which have defined many virtualization management interfaces using Restful API. However, it does not include any interface to the underlying networks.

3. Problem Definition

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between application and network today, where the applications have little or fragmented knowledge, control of or visibility of underlying networks and resources.
This presents a number of challenges and problems.

First, due to the lack of correlation, it becomes difficult to provide service guarantees at network-level (in particular, delay) to the applications. The operators may over-provision network links to overcome potential network congestion and packet drop within data centers. However, such practice may become too costly in many networking scenarios.

Second, many services require the interface and interaction with 3rd party back-end applications that may operate from remote locations (such as ads networks). This requires the service operators to constantly monitor the SLA conditions with remote applications, and adjust the network resources if necessary.

Third, many data center applications (such as VM) require massive user data replication on different sites for performance and redundancy purposes. Also, due to the limitation in routing and load balancing, much user traffic may be routed between data centers. As such, the inter-data center data transport need to be efficient, which requires the proper interface between applications and network.

Finally, to scale up enterprise applications on data centers, the VM’s may locate on different data centers, and migrate between data centers depending on capacity and other constraints. This requires the collaboration between VM applications and the underlying networks.
4. The Role of SDN Layer

To solve the above problem, one simple way is to introduce a software-define network (SDN) layer (as shown in Figure 2), that is responsible for network virtualization, programmability and monitoring, between applications and network.

![Application to network relationship today](image)

The purpose of the SDN Layer is to enable the applications to visualize the traffic flows at IP network layer, and manage the mapping or binding between user traffic flows to the network connections from the edge of the networks.

There are multiple ways in implementing the SDN Layer. There have been multiple proprietary solutions in the area of interfacing Virtual Machines (VM) to the underlying network interfaces. In particular, solutions such as OpenFlow support such vision by directly programming the underlying network interface via a new protocol.

The implementation of SDN Layer involves the interfacing among applications, storage and network devices, which implies that there is a need for having a standardized interface.
Further, we recommend utilizing the existing technologies and protocols to provision, manage and monitor network connections. The focus in realizing the SDN Layer is in optimizing the application-to-network workflow. The associated SDN protocols need to be modular, scalable and simple in design.

5. Use Cases

5.1. Data Center Network Interface

Figure 3 illustrates the data flow in data centers.
The data centers are designed to scale up to handle a large volume of user requests. To handle the user requests, the application interface would process and bundle the requests to different servers. Depending on the application, the data may flow between the servers or be forwarded to the users through network interface.
Note that when the servers transmit data, they typically do not have the knowledge on network connection bandwidth, delay and distance information. For intra-data center communication, this can be compensated by over-provisioning local networks. However, for transferring data between two remotely located data centers, the applications have no control of the data transmission.

Further, today, when setting up VM’s over different servers, extensive manual configuration may be required. For example, all the traffic belongs to the same group/enterprise must share the same VLAN over all involved servers. This can potentially handicap the usability of the applications.

In this case, it would be desirable to have a standardized SDP protocol that can be used by the applications to interface with the networks. Through this protocol, the applications should be able to assign VLAN values to the appropriate VM sessions over all servers, and interface with the connected networks to balance the traffic load if necessary.
5.2. Inter-data center transport

When transporting data between data centers, the packets will be encapsulated into one or multiple tunnels before sending over the Internet. Traffic engineering is typically applied at tunnel-level. For instance, user IP packets at servers may be encapsulated first into a VLAN tunnel, and then aggregated into MPLS LSP’s at the core node.

In this case, it would be desirable of having a SDN controller to coordinate the aggregation procedure. The controller is responsible for determining the mapping of the VLAN’s to the MPLS LSP’s. Further, it is possible that the controller can interface with the core node to adjust the LSP bandwidth.

Figure 4: Inter-data center transport
5.3. VPN

Another use case is VPN, as shown in Figure 5.

At application level, the service providers may initiate a set of VM’s for a specific enterprise. For service guarantee, it requires all the VM’s that may be distributed on various servers and data centers to be mapped to the same MPLS (L2)VPN.

There are multiple ways in achieving this goal. One is to utilize a centralized SDN Controller to coordinate the mapping.

5.4. VM Mobility

VM mobility is to move one or multiple VM instances from one data centers to another without disturbing the user existing setting and applications. Once again, there are many ways to achieve such objective.

Traditionally, the operators may create network tunnels between routers/switches in the data centers, and switch VM traffic over the tunnels. However, a more effective solution is to create a logical controller between hypervisors to perform the VM mobility operator.

In the context of SDN, SDN controller can be used to coordinate the hypervisors and the underlying network. It can provide the efficiency in managing the VM’s, while making the best use of the underlying network resources.
6. Security Consideration

TBD

7. IANA Considerations

This document has no actions for IANA.
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Abstract

This document presents an application framework and associated use cases to help define the scope of the SDNP working group. The use cases start with an abstract representation of a multi-tier application and illustrate the composition of a network service that can meet the requirements of the particular application. The service composition process is split into several steps, including application requirement specification, network mapping, service binding, and policy control. We also provide examples of interactions between an SDNP controller and L2 and L3 control layer protocols in order to deliver the end-to-end service. Finally, as a derivate of that, an architecture framework for SDNP that meets these requirements is proposed.
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1. Introduction

In order to define the scope of the proposed SDNP working group, we present a generic application use case and a sequence of steps needed for mapping the application requirements to a deployable network service. We also present a generic architecture framework that can meet such requirements.

The goal of SDNP is to define a method where applications can request services from the network and these services can be automatically deployed. We view technologies such as FoRCES and OpenFlow as complementary and orthogonal to SDNP. Unlike Openflow, where the goal is to introduce a disaggregated control layer, the goal of SDNP is to enable existing control planes to become more adaptable to application requirements and to allow rapid and reliable configuration changes by introducing a framework for communication between applications and network control planes. More importantly, the framework should be applicable to communicating application requirements even when a variety of network technologies is used to provide the required services. In this context, SDNP is also useful to OpenFlow type networks, since it provides the interface between applications and control planes implemented in an Openflow controller.

In order to achieve these goals, applications should be able to specify their requirements in a generic way and these requirements must be translated in an actual network service. In general, application developers do not know in advance the type of networks that will be used and they would require an abstract and flexible framework for defining their requirements.

Often times a service spans multiple administrative domains where given application requirements are met by different networking technologies. For example, providing network isolation for the application servers can be achieved by VLANs, MPLS or other underlying L2 or L3 technologies. It is possible that an application that is distributed between multiple data centers and networks be deployed through VLAN isolation in one domain and MPLS isolation in another domain, and an IP VPN in between. The application does not care as to which underlying technology is used to implement the isolation, as long as the properties of the isolation are guaranteed.

In most instances the types of network technologies that should be used to deliver a given application will depend on policies either set by the network service provider, cloud service provider, another
administrative authority, and/or the application itself. In multi-
tenant environments there can be a hierarchy of policy objectives
set by different organizations and the implementation of the network
service must take into account all policy restrictions. For example,
an enterprise IT organization can define that any application
developed by their employees must adhere to specific security
requirements, such as encrypted tunnels between application servers.
At the same time, because of an SLA contract, the service provider
requires that the service is always deployed over redundant paths.
In these cases, the requirements imposed by the application will be
mapped in such a way that they comply with both policies. If for
example a user within that organization tries to deploy an
application with guaranteed bandwidth between servers, because of
the policies defined above, the service instantiation will be over
an encrypted and redundant path that satisfies the bandwidth
constraint. In the next sections we provide an overview of this
application driven framework and illustrate with specific examples
how an SDNP controller can interact with control layer protocols.

2. General Terminology

Network Spec: The definition of the network service requirements by
an application.

Network Mapping: The transformation of application requirements to a
network service on specific network technologies.

Binding: The binding of a network service to specific network
elements.

SDNP Controller: The software controller that allows the
specification of an application Network Spec, and implements the
network mapping and binding functions. In binding the network
mapping to a network element, the SDN control may talk to the
network element directly or via another controller such as an
Element Management System (EMS) or an open flow controller.

3. Framework

First we illustrate a generic framework for mapping application
requirements to network services and then we illustrate in more
detail the functionality of each component. Note that this framework
is just for illustration purposes and specific implementations can
combine multiple functional blocks in a variety of ways.

The basic blocks are illustrated in the next Figure:
Figure 1 Generic Framework

- Application Definition: This is a generic representation of the requirements of an application without specifying the underlying technology.
- Network Mapping: This function translates the requirements of the application to an actual network service that can be implemented by a specific network technology.
- Binding: This function maps the abstract network service on control planes and specific network elements.
- Policies: Provides the repository of policies that will drive the translation between generic requirements and network technologies as well as the binding to specific elements.

3.1. Application Definition

An example of multi-tier application definition is shown in the next Figure:

Figure 2 Multi-tier application description
From the application perspective, the definition consists of a set of compute and storage tiers interconnected by a network segment that meets specific requirements. The application does not care about the type of underlying technology, but rather about the properties of the network segment. Generic application requirements can include isolation, bandwidth, communication based on criteria other than shortest path, network redundancy, access control, etc.

In the Example of Figure 2, the application might require that a load balancer distribute load among all the Tier 1 servers. The application does not care about how the load balancer is instantiated or how it is configured, or whether it is a physical or virtual machine. If the first Tier represents a set of Web servers and the second Tier a set of Business Logic servers, the network spec between the Tiers only defines that web-servers communicate with business logic servers over a specific protocol and port and require isolation. It does not define how this isolation is achieved. The network mapping function, depending on the technology chosen will implicitly identify the need for access lists or firewall rules between the Tiers that will prevent any unauthorized access.

A different network spec will define the back-end connectivity requirements between the business logic tier and other enterprise services. For example, it might require that the Business Logic Tier must communicate with the enterprise Data Center over a secure connection, since critical data must be physically protected and stored within the enterprise premises. The application developer does not necessarily need to know whether the application is deployed across one or multiple DCs or what is the level of security required. However, the IT policies that have been supplied to the cloud provider should describe the necessary security mechanisms that must be deployed in order to comply with legal compliance rules or other policies. The policy will define for example that all access to data base Tiers must be encrypted, and the encryption strength that must be used.

Another type of network spec might define that all servers in a given Tier belong to the same LAN, since the service will rely on virtual machine motion for balancing the load or achieving reliability. In another example, machines within a Tier need to form a cluster that must support fencing that is achieved by a majority protocol between the servers. In this case, healthy servers can shutdown network connectivity to failing servers and the network must provide the necessary APIs to achieve that. At the same time, the network APIs must prevent an application belonging to one
customer to affect network connectivity of another customer or another application.

In all the above examples, the application spec defines the properties and attributes of communication between components without necessarily defining the mechanism for achieving this communication.

3.2. Network Mapping

The first transformation needed is to map the application requirements to a set of network technologies that are supported by the underlying physical network. Different service providers and networks can choose different technologies for this implementation.

For example, if the underlying network utilizes VLANs and VPLS, then it could map each of the individual networks in a different VLAN, and it could utilize VPLS for interconnecting data center VLANs with enterprise VLANs. Alternatively, if the service provider utilizes some L2 over L3 technology such as proposed in VXLAN [DRAFT-VXLAN] or PBB tunneling over IP, and IPVPN, it could use a combination of these technologies to map the application requirements to a set of network primitives.

This transformation function takes as input the application requirements, the available network services, and the policy definitions, and creates a design of a composite network service that meets the application requirements. For the example instantiation of the 2-tier application using VLANs, the resulting network service is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Implementation of 2-tier service with VLANs](image-url)
In this network mapping, the DC/cloud service provider has chosen to implement the load balancer as a virtual machine, and has chosen to interconnect application Tiers through VLANs. It has chosen an IPVPN connectivity to the enterprise back-end. At this stage, although the network service has been defined, the exact VLAN numbers or nodes implementing the services have not been identified yet.

Note, that when a service spans multiple administrative domains, it is possible that different technologies are used in each domain to meet the same application requirements. For example, an application that is split between a service provider data center and an enterprise data center might rely on IEEE SPB for layer-2 isolation within the service provider DC and VLAN based isolation within the enterprise data center. In another example, a WAN request for a guaranteed bandwidth path between data centers in different domains can be implemented as a wavelength service in one domain and as an MPLS service in another domain. Therefore, the service mapping must not only define how the network service is provided in each of the domains, but it must also identify the necessary mechanisms needed for stitching services between domains. Obviously, this might introduce a very large number of permutations, and therefore the SDNP work must concentrate on frameworks and specific use cases to limit the scope.

Note also that in multi-domain implementations, there is no single master SDN controller. Each administrative domain will have its own SDN controller. In these cases, communication between SDN controllers must be done at the abstract level of service requirements rather than by defining explicit network technologies. In this way, different administrative domains can seamlessly interface to serve such applications, even when they rely on different network technologies.

The next step in the process is the binding of the network service to specific network elements.

3.3. Network Service Binding

During this step of the operation, the composite network service must be mapped to particular network elements and topologies. At this level, the necessary resources (servers, virtual load balancers, virtual firewalls, etc.) are mapped to specific physical resources. The network service interconnecting these resources must be instantiated through a sequence of programming steps between the SDN controller and the individual physical or virtual network elements or network management systems.
There are several different methods that can be used to implement
the binding process and a set of different protocols that can be
used for communicating with the individual network elements or
network management systems. Existing protocols include SNMP,
Netconf, and even Command Line Interface (CLI). Alternative
solutions might rely on network management tools and specific APIs
that they expose. As Openflow matures, an SDNP controller could also
program services in networks that utilize Openflow by communicating
with the Openflow controller.

The binding process will usually require a series of steps that can
include:

- L2 and L3 topology discovery,
- Path selection for each service
- Traffic engineering for providing some form of SLAs.
- Configuration of network elements for L2 and L3 services

Depending on the underlying technologies, some of the above steps
can be omitted and can be performed with distributed control planes.
For example establishing an MPLS path for communicating between data
centers can utilize LDP or RSVP-TE and does not need explicit
knowledge of the network topology or configuring every element in
the path. On the other configuring VLANs on an Ethernet network
might require explicit configuration of network elements.

Nevertheless, the important characteristic of the binding process is
that it requires a method for interacting with control layer
protocols or network and element management systems. Even though a
set of such mechanisms could be available in networks today, it is
unclear that the interfaces are powerful or generic enough to allow
such dynamic programming and this is the main focus of the SDNP
work. Bridging the gap between the controlled environment of today’s
networks and an application driven network configuration will
require a set of access control mechanisms that will protect the
underlying infrastructure.

3.4. Policy Definition

Every transformation step in the above description must be driven by
policies that are administered either by the service provider, the
IT organization requesting the service or the applications
themselves.

It is such policies that will determine how network requirements are
mapped to network design and how services are bound to specific
network elements. The policy complexity will depend on the service
offered by a provider and can include security, billing, compliance, performance related policies, etc.

4. Examples of Service Binding

As it is evident by the above description a complete framework for application-driven network programming offers several layers of abstraction and the work around SDNP must carefully choose the layer of scope in order to solve specific problems. Addressing the whole architecture might prove a huge and challenging task that will limit the usefulness or impact timely completion of the work.

Clearly SDNP work must address the binding step that will enable configuration of network elements and control layer protocols in order to deliver the service. SDNP will also need to develop the interfaces between different administrative domains for services that span multiple domains. In the next Section we present such a control protocol configuration that will illustrate the scope of control plane programmability of SDNP.

4.1. Example: An end-to-end data center service

We consider the example presented in the previous Sections. We assume that the implementation is done over an IEEE 802.1aq SPBM network within the data center and an IPVPN service will connect the DC servers with other enterprise resources. The SDNP controller will utilize two different mechanisms to program the DC LAN and IPVPN services. The logical service mapping is illustrated in the following Figure 4, and it is similar to that of Figure 3, where each VLAN is now replaced by a different service ID (ISID):

```
ISID A
   ---------------
   | Web Servers  |
   | Servers      |
   +---+---+---+---+  +---+---+---+---+
   |    |    |    |    |  |    |    |    |
   +---+---+---+---+  +---+---+---+---+
   |Load|-----------------------      -----------------| PE |
   +---+   |
   | +---+   |
   +---------+

ISID B
   ---------------
   | ISID C      |
   +---+---+---+---+  +---+---+---+---+
   |    |    |    |    |  |    |    |    |
   +---+---+---+---+  +---+---+---+---+
   |    |    |    |    |  |    |    |    |
   +---+---+---+---+  +---+---+---+---+
   | |VRF|      PE |
   +---+---+---+

Figure 4 Service instantiation based on SPBM
```
4.1.1. LAN Configuration

We consider a DC network based on SPBM [IEEE802.1aq] (see Figure 5). Within the DC LAN, network isolation is provided by assigning virtual machines or servers of a given data center tenant to different Service IDs (ISIDs). A set of edge bridges (I-BEBs) encapsulate Ethernet frames using PBB encapsulation. The I-BEB function can be implemented either at the Top-of-Rack switch or at the hypervisor virtual switch. A set of B-Component bridges (B-BEB) interconnect the edge bridges. The I-BEBs will map traffic from each tenant to a particular service instance (I-SID/B-VID) depending on the service requirements. In the example of Figure 5, application tier T1 is associated with I-BEBs 1 and 2 and application tier T2 is associated with I-BEBs 3 and 4. The SPBM protocol provides the mechanisms for shortest path forwarding and learning in the backbone space without the need of deploying spanning trees or MAC learning. SPBM also provides the mechanisms for service auto-discovery and flood containment when a service covers a subset of service nodes. For example, if servers of a given Tier are associated with a subset of the I-BEBs, SPBM will create the multicast tree for flooding that will be associated with only this subset of I-BEBs. In order to instantiate a VM in a new node, the corresponding I-BEB needs to be provisioned, and once this provisioning is complete SPBM will expand...
the multicast tree and include this I-BEB in the multicast distribution automatically. In the example of Figure 5, if a new VM from tier T1 is associated with I-BEB 4, the multicast tree associated with this I-SID/B-VID will be expanded to cover I-BEB4.

4.1.2. IPVPN Configuration

As shown in Figure 4, the enterprise service in the DC is connected to other enterprise data centers and services through an IPVPN [RFC 4364]. The first time that a business logic tier server is instantiated and ISID C is created, the SDNP controller must also provision the PE with the corresponding VRF. The SDNP controller provides the necessary information to the PE (incoming interface, ISID/B-VID pair, route targets and route distinguishers), and instructs the PE to instantiate the VRF. Once the VRF is instantiated, the existing routing protocol mechanisms (MP-BGP) will be used to propagate the routes to the other VRFs of the same IPVPN. Note, that in this case the SDNP controller does not define forwarding behavior, but it rather instantiates part of the control plane.

The scope of the SDNP configuration is limited to the edge PE and does not include any other provisioning or configuration in other routers in the network. This provides a simple interaction between the DC management system and network protocols, since it does not impose the requirement for the DC management system to understand the full network topology.

In more complex environments with separate DC and WAN PEs, this configuration might apply only to the DC PE, and the inter-connection between DC and WAN PEs can be done using any of the options of [RFC 4364].

4.2. Configuration Alternatives

The SDNP Controller can choose one of two methods for provisioning the necessary network functions.

4.2.1. Network Element based Configuration

In the above examples, the function of the SDNP controller is limited to provisioning the "edge" elements (I-BEB, PE) and a layer-2 or layer-3 protocol propagates the necessary information through the network (SPBM or MP-B respectively). In both cases, the SDNP controller has the ability to directly program functions in the corresponding network elements and does not need access to all network elements.
In addition to the programming interface, the SDNP controller must have an exact representation of the physical topology so that it can identify which I-BEB and PE must be provisioned (i.e. it is aware of the physical connectivity between I-BEBs and servers, L2 topology and PEs). The controller can discover this information by polling the I-BEBs and/or using LLDP between I-BEBs and servers. The controller can also listen to the SPBM protocol to capture topology information. Alternatively I-BEBs can proactively notify the SDNP controller about topology changes and the activation of new physical or virtual servers.

4.2.2. Network Management based Configuration

In an alternative implementation, the SDNP controller does not directly provision network elements, but it utilizes a network management tool that is already deployed in the network. Note, that in several cases, cloud and network operators have deployed network management and OSS systems and would want all operations to be driven by the these systems.

In this instance, the SDNP controller does not need to maintain detailed topology information, and it just talks to the corresponding network management system to issue the requests for I-BEB and PE provisioning.

5. SDN Model and Reference Architecture

Based on the discussion above, and using the simple example of Section 4 as guidance, we can develop the SDN reference architecture that can capture these requirements. Figure 6 outlines this architecture.

In this model, SDN Controllers expose an abstract API to applications, where they can request specific network properties such as bandwidth assignments, network isolation, routing properties, redundancy properties, security requirements, etc. Communication between different SDN Controllers enables these entities to provide services across network administrative domains without being constrained by underlying technologies. The interface is limited to communicating the requirements of the application. Each SDN Controller can translate application requirements to different technologies based on the underlying network implementations. This approach provides the maximum portability for applications and does not burden application developers with network technology specifics.
As it relates to the framework of Figure 1, the SDN controller implements the Network Mapping function and it includes the policy specification functions. The SDN controllers utilize a service API to communicate these requests with a network technology specific module that will be responsible for the translation of the requirements to specific technology primitives. An Interface API will enable network specific modules to stitch services together. This is a technology dependent API and it will enable functions such as mapping a VLAN to VPLS domain, or mapping an LSP to a wavelength and so on.

The network specific module is essentially implementing the network binding function of Figure 1. For every network technology, there is
a specific API to the control plane of network elements that will allow the binding and instantiation of the network service. Note, that in several environments it is possible that the network mapping is communicated with a pre-existing network management system and not directly with the control plane of network elements. This not only allows the evolution from current operational models, but it also enables the concurrent support of existing and future operational models. If for example an OSS is currently driving the deployment of network services through a network management system, such an approach would allow new applications to utilize the same infrastructure and provide an evolutionary path to a software defined network.

Note, that the network specific module might also include functionality related to topology discovery. The type of topology information required will depend on the underlying technology and it can range from a full network map in an Openflow environment to a limited resource view when the final binding operation is performed by a network management system.

5.1. Scope and Approach

Given the number of different networking technologies and implementations, defining all possible APIs within the scope of a single working group will be hard to tackle. The SDNP work should therefore concentrate on designing the framework, application network requirements schema, and API control and communication architecture, as well as defining the reference schema and API around a single networking technology as an example use case. Once the framework is in place, the technology dependent functions can utilize it to develop their own specific APIs and this can be done across multiple working groups.

6. Security Considerations

The SDNP controller security aspects must be addressed, including functions such as role based authentication and security of intra-SDNP controller communications.

7. IANA Considerations

IANA does not need to take any action for this draft.
8. Conclusions

This document has introduced a generic framework for mapping application requirements to specific network services within the context of Software Driven Networks. The document also outlined a reference framework as input to the definition of the scope of the SDNP work.
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